
B. Match the nouns with the verbs. 

1. Birds -ring. 
2. Babies fly 
3. Bears cry. 
4. Bells talks. 

5. Binay growl. 

C. Write doing words. Choose from the box. 

reads sails swims plays shines paints 

1. A fish Swimns. 3. Roma Pont& 5. A ship Loi 

2. Saloni teads 4. The sun Shioe 6. David 1plas 
Fill in the blanks with doing words from the box. 

1. Owls hoot at night. 

plax in the park. 2. 1- 

3. We to school by bus. 

4. They alk to school. 

5. Cows grass. 

6. Stars tuginkl in the sky. 

7. We clap 
Orite 

twinkle clap 
walk play go 

write hoot eat 

with our hands. 

8. 1 with a pencil. 
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E. Fill in the blanks with verbs from the box. 

6 5 
brings catches cufes cooks stitches bakes 

1. A cook cooks_ food. 

bokes 
3. A tailor2tithes clothes. 

2. A baker bread. 

4. A doctorCLes people. 
5. A policeman CaLches thieves. 

6. A postman heing letters. 

When we talk about an action which is taking place we use ing Words. 

EXAMPLES Singing eating 

F. What are they doing? Write words from the box. 

1. Roma is painting a picture. 

2. Raj isPloin cricket. playing 
3writing 

3. Anu is L9tcitin a letter. 5 climbing 

talkingg 
4. Pawan is entin food. y eating 

painting 

5. Sheetal is CLokin_ a tree. 

6. Tinais talking- with her doll. 
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e Read the questions. Complete the answers by filling in the blanks 

with doing words. Choose from the box. 

H 

H 

sleeping playing running swimming eating reading 

1. What is Amit doing? 4. What is Tony doing? 

Amit is Swimming.- Tony is leataing 

2. What is Salma doing? 5. What is Raja doing? 

Salma isTubnin plaging Raja is 

3. What is Vishal doing? 6. What is Susan doing? 

Vishal is atin9 Susan isKead ing- 
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